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      Customer
TransEnt is a niche consultancy that advises business on realising enterprise level vision including business benefits 
realisation, cost reduction initiatives, cloud strategy and migration, security including data security optimisation and 
client side advice on outsource contracting. 

As a UK based consultancy specialising in both public sector and enterprise organisations, TransEnt helps determine 
when a cloud solution is necessary and what benefits could be realised. 

      Situation  

TransEnt recognise the requirement to offer its customers software for fully automated cloud service provisioning. To 
achieve this, the consultancy requires cloud orchestration software with the ability to instantly manage, automate 
and streamline all elements of a cloud platform including the management of physical and virtual resources. 

Mark Smurthwaite, CEO of TransEnt said, “We originally looked at developing our own solution to deliver the 
benefits of cloud orchestration. However, the high cost and time to develop would have meant lost opportunities 
and revenue for our business.  Our next step was to evaluate cloud orchestration providers. Many of these 
companies provide the software, but without massive amounts of configuration which again takes time and money, 
the product doesn’t provide immediate benefits for an organisation’s cloud platform.”

 

To build out its cloud consultancy, TransEnt turned to Flexiant, a provider of cloud orchestration software for 
on-demand, fully automated provisioning of cloud services. 

 

TransEnt selected Flexiant to provide its customers with a proven multi-hypervisor and vendor agnostic cloud 
orchestration solution. The software allows organisations to completely reconfigure what’s working on a server in 
minutes. If a project has completed or is not being worked on, that server can be used differently every hour if 
necessary. It’s all simply done through a control panel or an API where a user logs in, turns on or off what they need 
and the software handles the rest.

Tony Lucas, Founder of Flexiant said, “Before cloud orchestration, it could take weeks, if not months, to provision 
servers based on estimated capacity requirements. This inconvenient process included buying, shipping, racking and 
configuring hardware. By orchestrating the cloud, all complex tasks underneath the platform are done without long, 
drawn out timescales, money is saved and the business is more agile and able to meet customer demands.”

“We’ve not only been impressed with the current cloud orchestration 
software, but also Flexiant’s willingness to listen to our suggestions. 
We’ve brought a number of ideas to their attention and the developers 
are now working to integrate these into the next product.”
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Mark continued, “When we first met with Flexiant our jaws dropped. We didn’t believe there was any software on the 
market that was as advanced. It allows customers the business agility to not only keep pace with the cloud landscape, 
but to provide immediate control to build and monitor cloud services.”

With enterprise scalability, Flexiant provides TransEnt with freedom and flexibility to meet server capacity 
requirements on-demand to mitigate risks for the organisation while optimising server resources. Mark said, “With 
the agility to provision, for example, how much CPU, memory, disk space or what network or configuration is required 
and how the customer wants to allocate these, we can help to minimise costly situations.”

Another cost benefit for TransEnt is Flexiant’s end-to-end orchestration suite that includes a fully integrated metering 
and billing engine enabling organisations to monetise their services, whilst ensuring full charge-back capability. 

“The granularity of Flexiant’s metering and billing engine is a huge benefit for any organisation. Within the public 
sector market, these organisations can monitor and assess interdepartmental server requirements. Furthermore, 
departments can be charged appropriately based on granular reports. For managed service providers, it also means 
being able to charge at a macro and micro level depending on a project. And this functionality is all ‘out-of-the box’ 
with minimal set up required based on individual business requirements,” said Mark. 

The simple and rapid software deployment enables a highly reliable, field-tested and proven orchestration solution 
that is easy for the end user encouraging organisation-wide adoption. 

      About Flexiant 
Flexiant is the leading European provider of cloud orchestration software for on-demand, fully automated 
provisioning of cloud services. Flexiant’s software gives cloud service providers’ business agility, freedom and 
flexibility to scale, deploy and configure servers, simply and cost-effectively. Vendor agnostic and supporting multiple 
hypervisors, Flexiant’s proven cloud orchestration solution is a full business process automation suite from 
provisioning through to granular metering and billing of resource. Flexiant’s Cloud Orchestration suite is simple to 
understand, simple to deploy and simple to use.  Visit www.flexiant.com

“Flexiant is a year ahead of every cloud orchestration software product 
on the market. It’s not only our view, but another customer of ours bench 
tested over 30 server provisioning solutions and Flexiant came out ahead 
of the rest,” concluded Mark. 

“Our belief in Flexiant’s capability is such  that we have decided not only 
to come on board as a customer,  but we are also incorporating Flexiant’s 
cloud orchestration solution as the hub of our wider cloud consultancy 
client offering  either as  a “white labelled”  instance or as a ‘behind the 
firewall’  licensee.” 
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